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Abstract Palindromic sequences are important DNA
motifs involved in the regulation of different cellular
processes, but are also a potential source of genetic
instability. In order to initiate a systematic study of
palindromes at the whole genome level, we developed a
computer program that can identify, locate and count
palindromes in a given sequence in a strictly defined
way. All palindromes, defined as identical inverted re-
peats without spacer DNA, can be analyzed and sorted
according to their size, frequency, GC content or
alphabetically. This program was then used to prepare a
catalog of all palindromes present in the chromosomal
DNA of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. For each
palindrome size, the observed palindrome counts were
significantly different from those in the randomly gen-
erated equivalents of the yeast genome. However, while
the short palindromes (2–12 bp) were under-repre-
sented, the palindromes longer than 12 bp were over-
represented, AT-rich and preferentially located in the
intergenic regions. The 44-bp palindrome found between
the genes CDC53 and LYS21 on chromosome IV was
the longest palindrome identified and contained only
two C-G base pairs. Avoidance of coding regions was
also observed for palindromes of 4–12 bp, but was less
pronounced. Dinucleotide analysis indicated a strong
bias against palindromic dinucleotides that could ex-
plain the observed short palindrome avoidance. We
discuss some possible mechanisms that may influence
the evolutionary dynamics of palindromic sequences in
the yeast genome.
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Introduction

Closely spaced inverted repeats (IRs), palindromes and
quasipalindromes can be found in the DNA of natural
plasmids, viral and bacterial genomes and eukaryotic
chromosomes and organelles. In prokaryotes, they may
serve as binding sites for regulatory proteins, while short
perfect palindromes are known as recognition sites for
type II restriction-modification systems (RMSs) that play
a significant role in bacterial ecology and evolution
(Gelfand and Koonin 1997; Rocha et al. 2001). Another
important property of such motifs is their potential to
form intra-strand hydrogen bonds within DNA mole-
cules or in corresponding RNA transcripts. Therefore,
they are contained in genes encoding functional RNA
molecules, the structure of which depends on the for-
mation of proper intra-strand bonding, and in different
cis-acting genetic elements, like terminators, attenuators,
plasmid and viral origins of replication. Protein binding
and secondary structure formation are also modes of
action for IRs and related motifs in eukaryotic cells. For
example, palindromes with a spacer of one nucleotide
were identified in yeast sequences regulating cellular re-
sponse to the accumulation of unfolded proteins in the
endoplasmic reticulum (Mori et al. 1998) and a hetero-
dimeric complex was isolated that binds two palindromic
sequences in the promoter region of the human erbB-2
gene (Chen and Gill 1996). In mouse B lymphoma cells,
palindromic and potential stem-loop motifs were iden-
tified as break-points during class switch recombination
(Tashiro et al. 2001); and the formation of intra-strand
secondary structures is essential in the process of im-
munoglobuline gene rearrangement known as V(D)J-
joining (Cuomo et al. 1996).

However, in spite of their importance and functional
versatility, longer palindromes and IRs were shown to be
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very unstable in different organisms, from bacteria to
mammalian cells. The recombinogenicity of such motifs
is attributed to their potential to form secondary struc-
tures known as hairpins and cruciforms and the molec-
ular models proposed to explain palindrome-induced
genomic instability can be divided into two classes: first,
based on template switching or slippage of the DNA
polymerase during replication of DNA adopting sec-
ondary structures and, second, requiring an enzymatic
activity that transforms cruciforms and hairpins to re-
combinogenic lesions, like double-strand breaks (DSBs;
Leach 1994). Both types of models are supported by
experimental data; and several human genetic disorders
can be explained either by errors occurring during the
replication of palindromic and quasipalindromic se-
quences (Bissler 1998; Gordenin and Resnick 1998) or by
IR-induced illegitimate end-joining (Repping et al. 2002).

Given the importance of palindromic sequences in the
regulation of different cellular processes on the one side
and their influence on genetic stability on the other side,
an analysis of the incidence of palindromes at the geno-
mic level seems particularly interesting. LeBlanc et al.
(2000) prepared a catalog of palindromes of 4–60 bp
present on chromosomes III and X of the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans. Palindromes were classified as
AT-rich, non-AT-rich or GC-rich and this analysis
indicated that the long, AT-rich palindromes are much
more frequent in the actual chromosomes than in the
randomly generated sequences. The IRs separated by a
single base pair were also included in their study and such
‘‘odd palindromes’’ were more frequent than perfect IRs
without a spacer. Avoidance of short palindromic se-
quences was observed in the genomes of some bacterio-
phages (Sharp 1986), but also in the genomes of their
bacterial hosts (Karlin et al. 1997; Gelfand and Koonin
1997; Rocha et al. 2001). The highest bias was frequently
observed for the recognition sites of the type II restriction
enzymes, supporting the view that RMSs influence gen-
ome evolution in prokaryotes. Consistent with this
hypothesis, Fuglsang (2004) demonstrated that the suc-
cession of codons disfavoring palindrome formation is
more pronounced for the bacterial species that have
RMSs. In order to initiate a systematic study of palin-
dromes present in different genomes, we decided first to
develop a computer program that can score and count all
palindromes present in a given sequence in a strictly de-
fined way. This program was then used to analyze the
palindrome content of the entire genome of the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the results of this analysis
clearly indicate that the palindromic sequences conform
to the specific rules of evolutionary dynamics.

Materials and methods

DNA sequences

The DNA sequence files for all yeast chromosomes
(NC_001133.4, NC_001134.5, NC_001135.6, NC_

001136.5, NC_001137.2, NC_001138.4, NC_001139.4,
NC_001140.3, NC_001141.1, NC_001142.5, NC_
001143.4, NC_001144.3, NC_001145.2, NC_001146.2,
NC_001147.4, NC_001148.2) were downloaded from
the NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Saccharomy-
ces_cerevisiae/) on 3 April, 2004. The total length of
downloaded yeast genomic DNA sequences (excluding
mitochondrial DNA) was 12,070,766 bp.

The file containing the coding regions of the entire
yeast genome (that is, ORF coding sequences only,
without 5¢UTR, 3¢UTR, intron sequences, or bases
not translated due to translational frameshifting)
was downloaded on 12 July, 2004 from the SGD (ftp://
genome-ftp.stanford. edu/pub/yeast/data_download/se-
quence/genomic_sequence/orf_dna/orf_coding.fasta.gz).
This file includes all ORFs except dubious ORFs, and
prior to examination of the palindrome and dinucleotide
content in the coding regions, the sequences of mito-
chondrial DNA were removed from the file. The total
length of the coding DNA sequences in this shortened
file was 8,755,368 bp.

Ten random genomes (12,070,766 bp each) were
generated with respect to the frequency of the four bases
present in the yeast genome (A=30.90%, C=19.17%,
G=19.13%, T=30.81%), so that the average propor-
tions of the bases in the random genomes were:
A=30.90±0.01%, C=19.18±0.01%, G=19.13±
0.01% and T=30.81±0.01%.

Palindrome count

The Spinnaker program described in this work
is available upon request.

Statistics

The numbers of dinucleotides and palindromes deter-
mined in the chromosomal DNA were called the ob-
served numbers, while the numbers of dinucleotides and
palindromes determined in the random genomes were
called the expected numbers. To test whether the medi-
ans of the expected numbers of palindromes and dinu-
cleotides differed significantly from the observed
numbers, we employed the Wilcoxon signed rank test
with a confidence interval of 99%, using MINITAB
ver. 14.1.

Results

Palindrome scoring

Systematic study of palindromic sequences requires
convenient software that will recognize and map all
palindromes in a predetermined size-range at the geno-
mic level. This is not a trivial problem, since individual
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palindromes found within a given sequence can be
scored in different ways. First, we may decide to score as
individual palindromes only those palindromes that do
not share common base pairs, but this approach can
result in an underestimation of the actual number of
palindromes, since some palindromes may remain
undetected and different results can be obtained for the
same sequence (compare Fig. 1a,b). Therefore, we
decided to count also the palindromes that do share
common base pairs and in this case we have the possi-
bility either to score only the longest palindromes that
may overlap, or to include also the shorter palindromes
embedded within longer palindromes. There are two
classes of such palindromes, those sharing the same
center of symmetry (nested) and those having a different
center of symmetry. This is shown in Fig. 1c, where all
palindromes present in the test sequence are indicated,
including both nested and non-nested palindromes en-
tirely contained within longer palindromes. Embedded
palindromes are omitted in Fig. 1d, while Fig. 1e pre-

sents a combination of these two modes of palindrome
scoring where only non-nested embedded palindromes
are presented.

Our computer program, named Spinnaker, was de-
signed to score palindromes as indicated in Fig. 1c–e.
Let us define first the frame as an array of nucleotides of
even length. The location of the frame within a given
DNA sequence is identified by position of its left
boundary (L) and by its length. The maximum length of
the frame (p) is propounded as a search parameter that
corresponds to the length of the potentially largest pal-
indrome. The position of the right boundary of the
frame is given by R=L + p � 1. Additionally, we define
P1 as the right boundary of the last previously found
palindrome. In the beginning, we set L=0 and P1=0.
The algorithm for the search for overlapping palin-
dromes can be described recursively as follows. Step 1:
we set the frame size to p and move it one position to the
right (L:=L+ 1). Step 2: within the frame, we check for
complementarity in the Lth and Rth base pair, then the
(L + 1)th and the (R � 1)th base pair and so on. If it is
found that all base pairs are complementary, the frame is
defined as a palindrome and its properties, including P1,
are recorded. However, if there is at least one non-
complemantary base pair and if the current size of the
frame is >2 and R >P1, we reduce the frame size by
decreasing the position of its right boundary by two and
then repeat step 2. Otherwise, we repeat step 1. The
search for embedded palindromes (with or without un-
ique symmetry axis) follows the same general procedure,
ignoring the P1 parameter and introducing a few addi-
tional internal structures needed for the affiliation of a
palindrome to a given category.

The maximal size of a palindrome can be set to 500 nt
and the results of sequence analysis can be sorted by size
or frequency, alphabetically, or by GC content (per-
centage or absolute number of GC base pairs). Addi-
tionally, Spinnaker can graphically display the
distribution of palindromes, where the analyzed se-
quence is presented as a horizontal line and palindromes
of a given size as vertical lines. The results of a search
can be saved as two separate files, one that includes the
number and exact chromosomal locations of all palin-
dromes and the other that includes the summarized re-
sults of a search. The program is user-friendly and works
under Windows.

We compared Spinnaker with two programs designed
for the identification of IRs: Reputer (Kurtz and
Schleiermacher 1999) and Palindrome (Rice et al. 2000).
Both programs recognize palindromic sequences, as
shown in Fig. 1e, so that some of the palindromes
contained within a longer palindrome remain unde-
tected. For example, they detected only three 6-nt pal-
indromes in the test sequence presented in Fig. 1, while
Spinnaker recorded six such palindromes when embed-
ded palindromes were counted. Reputer also recorded
some non-palindromic sequences, so that 29 instead of
16 palindromic dinucleotides were found in our test se-

Fig. 1 Palindrome scoring. Different numbers of palindromes can
be counted in the same sequence depending on the scoring
criterion. a, b Non-overlapping palindromes do not share common
base pairs. c Embedded palindromes include both non-overlapping
and palindromes that share common base pairs as well as
all shorter palindromes contained within a longer palindrome.
d Overlapping palindromes include both non-overlapping and
palindromes that share common base pairs but not shorter
palindromes contained within a longer palindrome. e Embedded
palindromes with nested palindromes excluded
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quence; and the minimal palindrome size for Palindrome
is 4 nt.

Palindromic sequences in the yeast genome

We initiated our study of yeast palindromic sequences
by identifying all palindromes present in individual
chromosomes (data not shown). We did not observe any
particular pattern in the distribution of palindromic se-
quences along different chromosomes, although this
feature was beyond the scope of this study and was not
systematically analyzed. The complete catalog of palin-
dromes present in all yeast chromosomes, determined
both as overlapped and embedded palindrome counts, is
presented in Table 1. As expected, a sharp size-depen-
dent decrease in the numbers of palindromes was ob-
served, but only for shorter palindromes. For example,
the number of palindromes containing 22 bp was 65,
while the number of 20-bp palindromes was 59. Simi-
larly, there were more 26-bp than 24-bp palindromes
identified. The palindrome content determined in the ten
randomly generated genomes is also included in Table 1
and can be compared with the palindrome content of the
actual genome. For each palindrome size, the values
observed in the yeast genome were significantly different
from those obtained in artificial genomes (P=0.006).
However, palindromes up to 12 bp were under-repre-
sented, while longer palindromes were over-represented.
The longest palindromes found in ten randomly gener-
ated sequences contained 24 bp, while 85 palindromes
longer than 24 bp were found in the yeast genome.
Similar results were obtained when embedded palin-
dromes were included in the palindrome count, but here

even the 10-bp palindromes were over-represented. This
is not unexpected, since in this case, all the 10-bp pal-
indromes present in longer palindromes were also added
to the sum. It is important to note that, even when
embedded palindromes were counted, palindromes
shorter than 10 bp were under-represented in compari-
son with randomly generated genomes.

Long palindromes are AT-rich and are placed
in intergenic regions

Each palindrome identified by our program can be lo-
cated on the physical map of the yeast genome (http://
www.yeastgenome.org), as shown for the six longest
palindromes found in the yeast chromosomal DNA
(Fig. 2). They were all placed in intergenic regions and
were AT-rich, so we decided to analyze these features
more systematically. We calculated the A+T content for
all palindromes found in the yeast genome and for the
palindromes detected in ten randomly generated se-
quences. The A+T content of palindromes found in
artificial sequences was around 70%, while slightly lower
values were observed in genomic palindromes up to
12 nt (Fig. 3). However, a high increase in A+T content
was observed with longer palindromes that were almost
exclusively composed of A-T base pairs (Fig. 2). The
remarkable exception was the presence of a GC-rich
(52.4%) 42-nt palindrome found between the RFX1 gene
and YLR177W on chromosome XII (Fig. 2).

In order to find out the position of palindromic se-
quences with respect to annotated coding regions, we
determined the proportion of palindromes that were
placed in intergenic (non-coding) regions. The sequence

Table 1 Comparison of the
numbers of palindromes in the
yeast genome and in random
genomes

aThe average number from ten
random genomes
bUnder-represented palin-
dromes (P=0.006), also repre-
sented in italics
cOver-represented palindromes
(P=0.006)

Palindrome size Overlapping palindromes Embedded palindromes

Yeast
genome

Random
genomesa

Yeast
genome

Random
genomesa

2 1,732,917b 1,904,950.4 2,770,675b 3,183,592.3
4 479,972b 580,521.2 705,275b 839,462.8
6 133,411b 159,564.1 194,874b 221,347.3
8 38,234b 42,738.6 57,086b 58,424.4
10 10,246b 11,256.8 17,514c 15,382.8
12 2,809b 2,995.9 6,495c 4,095.1
14 939c 807 3,159c 1,096.3
16 282c 212 1,813c 289.1
18 96c 55.2 1,207c 77.1
20 59c 16.9 857c 21.9
22 65c 3.8 606c 5.0
24 24c 1.2 413c 1.2
26 29c 0 289c 0
28 17c 0 194c 0
30 9c 0 125c 0
32 9c 0 80c 0
34 8c 0 49c 0
36 4c 0 25c 0
38 3c 0 13c 0
40 3c 0 6c 0
42 2c 0 3c 0
44 1c 0 1c 0
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containing only the yeast coding regions represented
72.73% of the total yeast genome (see Materials and
methods), but even the short palindromes were prefer-
entially (30–35%) placed in intergenic regions. Only the
proportion of palindromic dinucleotides found in the
intergenic regions (27.65%) was very close to that

expected from random distribution between the coding
and non-coding part of the genome. A preferential
location in intergenic regions was particularly pro-
nounced for palindromes longer than 10 bp, so that
more than 97% of palindromes longer than 18 bp were
identified outside of the coding regions (Fig. 3).

Palindromic dinucleotides in the yeast genome

Four dinucleotides, AT, TA, GC and CG, may be
considered as the shortest palindromic sequences, but
they are also found in the center of any longer palin-
drome. Our analysis indicated that the short palin-
dromes, including palindromic dinucleotides, were less
frequent in the yeast genome than in the random ge-
nomes (Table 1) and we decided to determine relative
frequencies for all 16 dinucleotides (Fig. 4). Indeed, the
two most under-represented dinucleotides were palin-
dromic dinucleotides containing purine on the 3¢ end,
TA (0.77) and CG (0.80), while AT (0.94) was moder-
ately under-represented and GC (1.02) was only slightly
over-represented. For non-palindromic dinucleotides,
very close values were observed for complementary di-
nucleotides and only the AC and GT couple was under-
represented (0.89). The ratio between non-palindromic
and palindromic dinucleotides composed either of A-T
or G-C base pairs illustrates well the avoidance of pal-
indromic dinucleotides in the yeast genome. TT+AA
dinucleotides are 1.33 times more frequent than
TA+AT dinucleotides, while CC+GG dinucleotides
are 1.17 times more frequent than CG+GC dinucleo-
tides (Table 2). The same analysis was also done for
dinucleotides present in all palindromes longer than

Fig. 2 Sequences and chromosomal locations of the six longest
palindromes found in the yeast genome. Numbers indicate the start
and end locations for ORFs and palindromes

Fig. 3 Analysis of the A+T
content and location of
palindromes with respect to the
non-coding regions in the yeast
genome. Palindromes were
scored as presented in Fig. 1d
(overlapping palindromes).
Error bars indicate one
standard deviation
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14 bp and the results obtained were quite different from
those observed with the entire yeast genome, indicating
that the long palindromes are specifically enriched in
palindromic dinucleotides. However, the bias was much
more pronounced for the AT and TA dinucleotides,
which were 5.6 times more frequent than the TT+AA
dinucleotides (Table 2).

The data presented in Fig. 4 also indicated a strong
bias in the frequency of palindromic dinucleotides
composed of identical base pairs, so that the AT/TA
ratio was 1.22 and the GC/CG ratio was 1.28. This
analysis was also done for the coding complement of the
yeast genome and for palindromes longer than 14 bp
(Table 2). The AT/TA ratio rose to 1.31 in coding DNA,
while in long palindromes it was 1.036, indicating that
the two dinucleotides are almost equally frequent. This
can be explained by the presence of long runs of alter-
nating A and T nucleotides frequently found in the long
palindromes (Fig. 2; data not shown). In contrast, the
GC/CG ratio in the coding complement was very close
to that observed for the entire genome and in the long
palindromes it even increased to 1.33.

Discussion

Palindromes, quasipalindromes and closely spaced IRs
can be found in the genomes of all organisms and are

involved in various cellular processes. In the present
work, we focused on palindromes, defined as perfect IRs
without spacer DNA. In order to make possible a sys-
tematic study of these important DNA motifs in differ-
ent genomes, we first developed a computer program
that can identify, locate and count palindromes in a gi-
ven nucleotide sequence in a strictly defined way. This
program was then used to prepare a catalog of all pal-
indromic sequences present in the S. cerevisiae genome
and in randomly generated equivalents of the yeast
genome. Comparison between actual and random ge-
nomes revealed several important differences that are
discussed below.

Identification of palindromic sequences

As discussed before, palindrome scoring can be done in
different ways and we decided to consider both sepa-
rated (non-overlapping) and overlapping palindromes,
together with all smaller palindromes contained within
longer palindromes, as individual palindromes. Such an
approach ensures that no palindromic motif that may be
hidden within a longer palindrome can be omitted; and
this is very important for the detection of specific pal-
indromic sites, like restriction enzyme sites or regulatory
units. In addition to the embedded palindrome count,
we also used a simplified way of palindrome scoring
where partial overlapping of individual palindromes is
allowed, but all smaller palindromes completely con-
tained within longer palindromes are ignored. This way
of palindrome scoring (overlapped palindromes) indi-
cates individual palindromic loci within a given sequence
and each palindrome is counted only once. In this way, a
more realistic picture of the numbers and distribution of
palindromic loci is obtained, especially when we con-
sider the long runs of alternating complementary dinu-
cleotides frequently present in a genome. For example,
ten AT dinucleotides will be scored as a single 20 nt

Fig. 4 Occurrence of
dinucleotides in the yeast
genome. For each dinucleotide,
the ratio between the number
determined in the yeast genome
(observed) and the average
number obtained in ten random
genomes (expected) is presented

Table 2 Relative frequencies of palindromic dinucleotides in the
whole genome, coding DNA and palindromes longer than 14 bp.
ND Not determined

Ratio Whole
genome

Coding
DNA

Palindromes
>14 bp

(AA+TT)/(AT+TA) 1.328 ND 0.178
(GG+CC)/(GC+CG) 1.166 ND 0.800
AT/TA 1.220 1.308 1.036
GC/CG 1.277 1.291 1.330
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palindrome, while in the same sequence 100 embedded
palindromes can be found. For these reasons, we deci-
ded to use both embedded and overlapping palindrome
counts in the analysis of palindrome content (Fig. 1c,d).
As illustrated by our analysis of the yeast genome, this
distinction is important. For example, both 10-nt and
12-nt palindromes are under-represented when counted
as overlapped palindromes, but are over-represented
when scored as embedded palindromes (Table 1). Pal-
indromic dinucleotides were also analyzed for two rea-
sons. First, there is no clear reason to include
tetranucleotides and to exclude dinucleotides from the
palindrome count and, second, each palindrome con-
tains one of the four palindromic dinucleotides in the
center and the analysis of their incidence could be useful
for the general study of palindromic sequences. This was
demonstrated by our analysis of the yeast genome,
where the palindromic dinucleotides are particularly
under-represented compared with non-palindromic di-
nucleotides with the same base pair composition. In the
C. elegans genome, the IRs separated by one nucleotide
are more frequent than the repeats without a spacer
(LeBlanc et al. 2000). One possible explanation for this
interesting observation could be that the palindromic
dinucleotides are also avoided in the C. elegans genome,
but this type of analysis has not been performed.

Palindromes in the yeast genome

The palindrome content of the yeast genome was sorted
by size and compared with the palindrome content of the
randomly generated equivalents of the genome. Further
analysis indicated several interesting numerical trends
that allowed us to make a clear distinction between
‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ palindromes, with the breaking
point at 10–12 bp. While positive selection could ac-
count for the relative abundance of long palindromes,
under-representation of short palindromes seems more
intriguing. The avoidance of short palindromes was al-
ready observed in viral and bacterial genomes and was
attributed either to the activity of the restriction enzymes
present in the cell, or introduced by horizontal gene
transfer (Sharp 1986; Gelfand and Koonin 1997; Rocha
et al. 2001). Obviously, such an interpretation could not
explain the paucity of short palindromes in the yeast
genome, where no restriction/modification system has
been detected. Since palindromic dinucleotides were also
under-represented in the yeast genome, we decided to
perform a systematic analysis of the dinucleotide content
of the yeast genome. This analysis indicated a different
bias for each palindromic dinucleotide in the following
order: TA > CG > AT > GC; and only the GC
dinucleotide was slightly over-represented. The strong
bias observed for palindromic dinucleotides can also
explain the under-representation of other short palin-
dromes, since each palindrome contains a palindromic
dinucleotide as a center of symmetry. If, for some rea-
son, such centers of symmetry are less frequently

formed, the occurrence of all palindromic sequences may
also be expected to be less frequent. Palindromic dinu-
cleotides composed of A-T base pairs were particularly
disfavored, consistent with our finding that the A+T
content of short palindromes present in the yeast gen-
ome is decreased in comparison with the random se-
quence.

The observed differences in the occurrence of dinu-
cleotides are not specific for the yeast genome. Early
sequence analyses indicated strong biases in dinucleotide
frequencies in prokaryotes, eukaryotes, mitochondrial
and viral genomes (Nussinov 1984). Karlin et al. (1997)
also found that TA and CG are among the most under-
represented dinucleotides in different microbial ge-
nomes; and they extensively discussed the mechanisms
that could create a genomic signature. For example, one
possible explanation for the observed biases in the
dinucleotide frequencies could reflect the yeast codon
bias (Sharp and Cowe 1991), since a high proportion of
the yeast genome consists of protein-coding sequences.
However, our data indicated that 72.4% of all palin-
dromic dinucleotides were located within coding regions
that represent 72.7% of the entire genome. This result
suggests that the high avoidance of palindromic dinu-
cleotides in the yeast genome (Table 1) is not limited
only to the coding DNA. We also observed that the
dinucleotide GC-CG ratio was 1.28 for the entire gen-
ome and 1.29 for the protein-coding part of the genome,
while in palindromes longer than 14 bp it was even in-
creased to 1.33. These results indicate that the observed
dinucleotide bias is not a consequence of the bias in
codon usage but could rather reflect the intrinsic bias in
spontaneous mutagenesis or a bias in replication/repair,
as proposed by Karlin et al. (1997). For example, the
fact that the TT dinucleotide is 1.47 times more frequent
than the TA dinucleotide in the yeast genome could be
due to the biased incorporation of non-complementary
nucleotides during DNA replication and/or repair syn-
thesis, to the bias in the mismatch repair process, or
because the probability for TA dinucleotides to mutate
is slightly higher than that for TT dinucleotides. Such
biases could be beyond the level of detection in any
biochemical assay, but could leave an imprint in the
genomic DNA sequences during evolutionary time, like
the genome-wide under-representation of short palin-
dromes described here. Moreover, it is possible that a
similar mutagenic bias, rather than the activity of
restriction enzymes, resulted in the short palindrome/
restriction site avoidance observed in bacterial genomes.
A systematic study of their palindrome contents, like the
one described here, may contribute to a better under-
standing of the role of these two processes in the evo-
lution of bacterial genomes.

A high preference for non-coding regions was ob-
served for long palindromes, but even the short (4–
10 bp) palindromes showed size-dependent avoidance of
the protein-coding regions. Therefore, although biased
dinucleotide composition could be the main reason for
the decreased frequency of short palindromes at the level
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of the whole genome, there could be some other mech-
anism(s) regulating their incidence in the coding regions.
Avoidance of the 6-bp palindromes was also observed in
the genes of several bacterial species, including Buchnera
sp. and Wigglesworthia sp., which apparently have no
RMSs (Fuglsang 2004). It is tempting to speculate that
the presence of palindromes in the genes is avoided be-
cause they could affect in some way the metabolism of
mRNAs. It should be noted that, in addition to the
formation of intramolecular hairpins, palindromic se-
quences can also promote associations between two
identical mRNA molecules in opposite orientations. The
RNA/RNA duplex created between two palindromic
sequences may interfere with subsequent step(s) in pro-
tein synthesis. For example, longer palindromes present
in mRNAs may produce an effect similar to that of the
interfering RNA molecules (Novina and Sharp 2004),
stimulating mRNA degradation.

Our data clearly indicate that the number of large
palindromes present in the yeast genome is much higher
than expected from the analysis of random sequences.
Starting from 10–12 bp, palindromes tend to be not only
more frequent than expected, but also more AT-rich and
preferentially located in the non-coding regions. Palin-
dromes longer than 18 bp are usually built mainly of
A-T base pairs and are almost exclusively located in the
intergenic regions, comprising only 27.7% of the entire
genome. The longest palindrome detected in the yeast
genome (12.1 Mb) has 44 bp and contains only two C-G
base pairs. An even more pronounced bias for long, AT-
rich palindromes was observed in C. elegans chromo-
somes III and X (LeBlanc et al. 2000). Four 60-bp
palindromes were found on chromosome III (11 Mb)
and 17 on chromosome X (16 Mb) and they were built
exclusively of A-T base pairs. Over-representation of
large palindromes is consistent with their presumed role
in different cellular processes, like the regulation of gene
expression or initiation of chromosomal replication; and
the high A+T content may facilitate local DNA melting
and adoption of secondary structures. Systematic dele-
tions of the longest palindromes detected in the yeast
genome, followed by phenotype analysis of the corre-
sponding strains, could shed more light on their possible
biological functions.

Different mechanisms may regulate palindrome
incidence

The data presented here, together with the results of
other studies, may suggest an integrated view on the
evolutionary dynamics of palindromic sequences in
yeast (Fig. 5). The occurrence of short palindromes in
the entire genome could be disfavored due to a slight
bias in mutagenic DNA replication and/or the increased
probability for palindromic dinucleotides TA, CG and
AT to mutate, while additional mechanism(s) could
contribute to palindrome avoidance within coding re-
gions. AT-rich palindromes that acquire the critical size
of 10–12 nt may become unstable and increase their size,
mainly due to the insertion of AT or TA dinucleotides
by slippage during DNA replication (Kruglyak et al.
1988; Toth et al. 2000). Since insertions in the coding
regions lead to gene inactivation, they are tolerated only
in the intergenic regions. Long, AT-rich palindromes
could acquire novel functions, but could also present a
starting point for the generation of other palindromic
sequences, imperfect palindromes and IRs, enlarging the
repertoire of possible cis-acting genetic elements. The
upper size of a palindrome may be regulated by the
potential of palindromic sequences to form cruciform
structures in vivo. As mentioned before, such structures
can be processed to DSBs (Lobachev et al. 2002) and are
known to induce different types of recombination events
(Gordenin et al. 1993; Leach 1994). The longest palin-
drome found in the yeast genome contains 44 bp, but
the critical size of a palindrome that could act as an
initiator of recombination still needs to be experimen-
tally determined.

Concluding remarks

The new research tool for palindrome analysis described
here may contribute to a deeper insight into the evolu-
tion and functions of these important DNA motifs. Our
analysis of the first complete catalog of palindromic
sequences present in the genome of a cellular organism
revealed several interesting findings. For example, we
show that the under-representation of short palindromes
is not limited to the bacterial genomes but can also be
observed in yeast, while size-dependent palindrome
avoidance in the coding regions seems particularly
intriguing. We also point out the relevance of dinucle-
otide bias analysis for the study of palindromes and we
believe our computer program will also be useful for
more specific tasks, like the identification of potential
restriction sites or regulatory elements.

Fig. 5 Evolutionary dynamics of palindromic sequences in yeast.
The solid vertical line indicates the size limit between short and long
palindromes as determined in this work. The critical size leading to
palindrome loss/destruction (dashed vertical line) needs to be
experimentally determined
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